
KNITTING PATTERN

Hulderstry
Hooded jacket

Design: Faunaknit x Rise Moe Design | Hobbii Design
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MATERIALS
1 (1) 2 (2) skein(s) of Woolpower color 18
1 (1) 1 (1) skein of Woolpower color 25
1 (1) 2 (2) skein(s) of Woolpower color 20
5 (6) 6 (6) skeins of Woolpower color 02

Wooden Buttons - Duffle 30 mm
7 (8) 9 (10) buttons, depending on size

Stitch markers

RECOMMENDED NEEDLES
Circular needles 5,5/6 mm, 80 cm
Circular needles 5/6 mm, 40 cm
Double pointed needles 5 mm

YARN QUALITY
Woolpower, Happy Sheep

100 % wool
100 g = 160 m

GAUGE
16 sts x 16 rows = 10 x 10 cm

ABBREVIATIONS
st = stitch
k = knit
p = purl
YO = yarn over

SIZES
XS/S (M) L (XL)

MEASUREMENTS
Circumference: 75 (90) 105 (120) cm
Full length: approx. 75 (85) 90 (104,5) cm
Sleeve length: approx. 47,5 (48,5) 52 (55,5) cm

PATTERN INFORMATION
Hulderstry was inspired by hulderstry lichen
that lives on old coniferous trees in primeval
forests. This design is a play with colors, so feel
free to choose your favorite colors!

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiihulderstry
#hobbiidesign
#faunaknit

BUY THE YARN HERE
https://shop.hobbii.com/hulderstry-hooded

-jacket

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

INFO AND TIPS
One important tip is to pay attention to the gauge when knitting. This will determine whether
the jacket will be small, large or just right.
Feel free to knit a gauge swatch to check which needles should be used to achieve
the correct knitting gauge for the pattern. It is recommended not to twist the
threads on the back, except in extra long stretches.

Measure the sleeves and full length on the person who will be wearing the finished garment.
Both sleeves and full length can easily be made longer /shorter on top and bottom of the jacket
where it says "or desired length " in the text.
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Body
Cast on 120 (144) 168 (192) sts in the base color on needles 5,5/6, 80 cm. Cast on another 3 p sts
for seam allowance/steeking. These 3 p sts should not be counted, but they are purled on all
rounds, and show the beginning and the end of the round.

Work in rib as follows: start with k1 and continue with k2/p2, for approx. 7 cm, finish with k1. Knit
2 rounds.

Work repeat A (or stockinette stitch without dots) until the work measures approx. 13 (13) 18
(23) cm.

Increase with 1 st on the first p st in the seam allowance (applies to all sizes). Increase by picking
up in sts from the previous round, or by YO. Total number of sts = 121 (145) 169 (193) sts.

Work repeat B.
Before the round 56 of the repeat, place a marker in each side. Count from the middle of the
work/from the 3 p sts. Place a marker at sts 30 and 90 (36 and 108) 42 and 126 (48 and 144).
Work round 56 and bind off 9 sts on each side of the mark on the sides. This will be in the
middle under the arm. The work should now measure approx. 48 (48) 53 (58) cm.

Sleeves
Cast on 36 (36) 40 (44) sts on double pointed needles 5, work in rib (k2/ p2) for approx. 5 cm.
Place a marker at the beginning of the round, and remember to slip it up the work as you go.
Then knit 2 rounds before working twined knitting/Latvian braid over.

Twined knitting/Latvian braid
Knit 1 round with every second st in base color/pattern color. Then knit 1 round with every other
st in base color and pattern color (use the same order as for the previous round) with p st where
the pattern color/base color is twined in front of each other while the threads cross in front of
the work until the end of the round. Now knit 1 round with every other st in base color/pattern
color with p st where the pattern color/base is twined behind each other while the threads cross
in front of the work until the end of the round. Knit 1 round in the base color.

Then knit another round in the base color, while increasing 6 (18) 16 (14) sts. The increasing is
done by picking up st in the base color st from the previous round, or by YO. Knit 1 round

Switch to circular needles 5,5/6, 40 cm and knit another round while increasing 6 (18) 16 (14) sts
= in total 48 (72) 72 (72) sts.

Continue with base color and dots/repeat A (or without dots) for approx. 6 (7) 7 (10) cm or
desired length.
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Work repeat B with the correct number of rounds for chosen size: Notice that rounds 7 – 12 are
not to be knitted in size XS/S and M. At round 56,  bind off 4 (9) 9 (9) sts on each side of the mark
in the middle under the arm. The sleeve should now measure approx. 47,5 (48,5) 52 (55,5) cm.
Knit one more sleeve.

Yoke
Read the entire section before continuing knitting.

Insert the sleeves onto the needle together with the body to in total 185 (217) 241 (265) sts.
Mark each joining between body and sleeves (front and back: 4 marks in total). The start of the
round is still in the middle of the work/by the 3 p sts. Work 1 round in the base color while
decreasing 0 (12) 19 (24) sts evenly spaced. The number of stitches is now: 185 (205) 222 (241)
sts.

Continue in stockinette stitch and start making dots/Repeat A (or without dots) while starting
with raglan.

Raglan
Knit for approx. 18,5 (19,5) 20,5 (22) cm, while decreasing 1 st on each side of the markers. This
will be the raglan which is knitted as follows:

Knit 2 sts together, and k1 before the mark. On the other side of the mark, k1 and k2tog. Notice
that you should knit 1 round between every decreasing round.

In the raglan/ decrease you knit every second st with pattern color on rounds with dots (see
photo). After the raglan the repeat starts on column 1 as far as possible. When dots are knitted
up the yoke, the dots are knitted so that the round with dots fits with the rounds with dots that
have already been knitted.

After approx. 18,5 (19,5) 20,5 (22) cm with raglan (with/without dots) the number of stitches are
67 (80) 91 (100) sts. Knit 1 round while decreasing 1 (8) 15 (24) sts. Along the way, it may be
necessary to change to a shorter circular needle/40 cm when the work approaches the neck.
Count the sts before knitting further. The number of sts should be 66 (72) 76 (76) sts before
working the beck/hood. Switch to circular needles 40 cm if this has not already been done.
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Hood
Read the entire section before knitting further.

Work 3 rounds in rib k2/p2 as far as possible, while working 1 YO and k2tog approx. 1 cm from
the edge on each side of the 3 p sts. In addition, work 1 YO and k2tog on 8 - 10 different places
on the rib, evenly spaced. This will be holes for the cord. Please knit the rib a little tighter than
the gauge. This will make the neckline stay together more when the jacket lies over the
shoulders.

The beginning of the knitting of the hood will now be to the left of the 3 p sts. These p sts should
not be knitted any further and must now be bound off. From here, this will be the start and end
of the hood edge, which will be knitted back and forth/stockinette stitch. Before knitting further,
mark the middle of the hood at st 33 (36) 38 (38). Knit back and forth while adding 1 st on each
side of the marker until the number of stitches on the hood is 85 (85) 100 (100) sts. Continue
knitting until the hood measures approx. 30 (35) 35 (40) cm.

Then knit half a twined knitting part:
Twined knitting/Latvian over 2 rounds
Make sure that the first round of every other st in base color/pattern color is worked from the
wrong side og the hood, with p st in, and k st out. Then knit 1 round on the right side with every
other st in base color and pattern color (use the same order as for the previous round) with p
sts where the pattern color/base color is twisted in front of each other while the threads cross in
front of the work until the end of the round. Then bind off from the wrong side and sew or knit
the ends of the hood between each half twined knitting part.

Twined knitting around the hood edge:
Pick up sts in the base color around the entire hood, approx. 96 (112) 112 (128) sts. If this
number does not match your gauge, pick up enough sts around the edge of the hood so that it
is smooth and neat.

Then knit half a twined knitting part like this:
Twined knitting/Latvian braid over 2 rounds
Make sure that the first round of every other st in base color and pattern color is worked from
the wrong side of the hood, with p sts in and k sts out. Then work 1 round from the right side
with every other st in base color and pattern color (use the same order as for the previous
round) with p sts where the pattern color/ base color is twisted in front of each other while the
threads cross in front of the work until the end of the round. Bind off from the right side.

Assembly and front band
Sew two zigzag seams, and 1 straight seam with a sewing machine on each side of the stem,
inside the 3 p sts. Cut up in the middle of the seams/middle of the p sts. Pick up stitches along
the entire left side on the right side of the front band. The number of stitches must be divisible
by 2.
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Work in rib for approx. 4-5 cm. The right front band is worked like the left, but with buttonholes
of approx. every 10 cm.

Buttonholes: Work in rib for 3-4 rounds. Then make the buttonholes on the next round from the
right side: 1 YO, k2tgt. On the next round, work the YO plainly with k1/p1 as for the previous
round. Knit in total 7 rounds and bind off from the right side at round 8/or at desired width.

Inside front band/coating: Pick up sts along the entire rib from the wrong side. Work stockinette
stitch for approx. 1,5 cm and bind off from the right side. Repeat on the opposite side, attach
buttons and fasten ends. Sew the coating over he wound edge (applies to both sides).

Cord
Measure up approx. 2 m or desired length of threads in each color and twist tightly
together. Let the thread be twisted twice so that it does not unravel, and tie a knot at each
end with approx. 2 cm of thread at the end of the knot (like small tassels). The cord will be
approx. 1 m long. Thread the string in the rib with holes around the neck.

For a neck without hood, choose one of the options below:
Low or high neck:

Before the rib/neck is knitted, twined knitting/Latvian braid should be worked over 4 rounds.
Work 1 round with every other st in base color/pattern color. Then work 1 round with every
other st in base color and pattern color (use the same order as for the previous round) with p st
where the pattern color/base color is twisted in front of each other while the threads cross in
front of the work until the end of the round. Then work 1 round with every other st in base
color/pattern color with p st where the pattern color/base color is twisted in front of each other
while the threads cross in front of the work until the end of the round. Knit 1 round in the base
color.

For a low neck, work in rib (k2/p2) for approx. 10 cm, before binding off to fold down on the
wrong side and sew or knit the edge on the inside of the neck.

For a long neck, work in rib for approx. 20-30 cm before binding off. The neck can be
sewn/knitted to the wrong side (double neck) or folded on the outside.

Fasten ends. Wet the work carefully, press/block according to the garment's measurements (see
introduction) and lay flat to dry.

Have a good trip in the new Hulderstry jacket!
Faunaknit x Rise Moe Design
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Repeat B Repeat A
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Repeat B - sleeves
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